
la promesse du devenir-Autre ou jouir en Dieu

Which desire can born from horror ?

Since the beginning of the syrian conflict, thousands of women disappeared. 
Very few testimonies exist, but a breach has been opened with among others, the 
spokeswoman Lamia Haji Bashar, witness and victim of abduction in the camps of 
Daesh.
Sexual slave, torture, «objectifing», her testimony is terrifying.

Most of these invisible women will never testify. Only disjointed and frightening 
information is retranscribed, deformed: the introduction of rats into vagina or 
electrocution with the aid of electric cables of the genitals.

In this absence of knowledge, what are the anthropological stakes of the place 
of women in the war, why this absence in the accounts of the conflicts ? Can we 
build an inventory of the techniques used and interpret them ? From taken in 
medias, I randomly selected women’s faces, which I rephotographed to make them 
disappear, and show them at the same time. Do they carry these horrible horrors into 
themselves ?
In a conflict as confused, complex and divided as the Syrian conflict, the desire to 
disaffiliate the person to his group of belonging, insofar as it carries in his body his 
clan, his territory, what is the stake of sexual tortures Inflicted on women ? How is the 
woman used not as an end, but as a means to weaken the one who is identified as 
the enemy ? What techniques are used and what do they tell us about the obscure 
relationship between object, body, domestication of women and territorial issues ?

These women have become the invisible ghosts of a war that sends the blood of one 
and then the other, in turn and by turns.

Françoise Sironi, Bourreaux et victimes, psychologie de la 
torture

«The function of the executioner is to produce deculturation by disaffiliating the 
person from his belonging groups. Deculturation, because through a singular person 
who is tortured, it is in fact his group of belonging that we want to reach: professional, 
religious, ethnic, political, sexual, ... We attack the collective part of the The individual 
who attaches it to a group designated as a target by the aggressor, by disintegrating 
the articulation between the singular and the collective. When the process reaches 
its objective, the individual who has been tortured always becomes an isolated 
subject a subject that sets itself apart within the group of belonging.» 

le damas des autres

In 2015, what was far from Europe moved closer and what was familiar was suddenly 
pulled away. Since it was impossible to travel from France to Syria, I realized that 
there was only one territory where I could make the rules and be in contact with 
both the French and the Syrian sides of my family: a virtual land, the screen of my 
computer. 

Geopolitics could try as hard as they want to make my passeport and my origins 
enemies in the political world, I’m just a girl with a family. 

As I found old pictures and memories of a time when a passport did not prevent you 
from moving, I came up with an undefinable place, a moving space, that can only 
be shared in a concrete way and where I’m free to travel through the pieces of my 
origins. Is my computer my freedom land ?
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I haven’t seen my grandmother in seventeen years. Separated first by the fear, then by 
passeports, then by legal papers and finally by a 7 years war, we did meet weeks ago, for 
24hours. She kept asking my father if I would like to get some rest, as I traveled from Canada 
to Middle-Est for 20hours, to stay watching her face for 24hours, before taking my flight back. 
But as I traveled for a long but safe trip, she traveled by car, for a short but stressful journey 
from Damascus to Beirut. It’s been years now that Googlemap is my best friend.

I knew the road well, I mean, on my Google Earth, as I planned many times to come to 
Syria to see her. But this time, I did the road on the opposite way, watching my cellphone, 
asking myself  «Is she at this point right now ? Is she there ? Is she safe ?». This road from 
Damascus to Beirut sounded threatening before, but now, its just a sweet deep memory of 
her body traveling from one point to another one. It was autumn, the light was very soft, the 
flowers started to fade, trees were on the in-between blossoming and fading. 

We swallowed the spring and it became autumn. How much I love autumn.

Did those 24 hours happen in the real life ? I’m sure it did not. Even if her face disappears 
from my mind as a vaporous, ambiguous memory, I still have those trees, those flowers 
pictures. Those are for real. It exists in the real world, between the virtual map of the road and 
the blurring idea of her blossoming face.
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